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Curriculum Day: 
 

Last Monday, staff participated in the Curriculum Day. During the day staff worked on their First Aide skills refreshing their CPR  

and updating their Anaphylaxis certificates including using an EpiPen or an Anapen. 

As part of the day, we also had Mr Davis Vinegrad present on Behaviour Matters. The focus from David was about building  

relationships with students and engaging them in conversations where they identify what they have done wrong, who they impacted 

and what they could do to rectify their behaviour. For KTHS this is especially practical because we are moving into the space of  

restorative conversations with students to create calmer classrooms. Staff will have continuing sessions with David to develop 

confidence in this area. 
 

Mission to Mars: 
 

Today we had 14, Year 9 and 10 students headed off to Melbourne for the Mission to Mars excursion. This is an excursion that  

introduces the students to space travel and all the intricacies associated with getting to Mars. A more detailed report and photographs 

will be in next week’s newsletter. 
 

Remembrance Day: 
 

Tomorrow is Remembrance Day, 11/11/2023. Around the district,  

commemorative services will be held including the minutes silence.  

I encourage all students to participate. Remembrance Day marks the end 

of fighting on the Western Front on November 11, 1918. At the time, the  

anniversary was known as Armistice Day, in reference to the formal  

agreement the German leaders  

signed to end the war. The name was  

changed to Remembrance Day after  

World War II ended in 1945. This has since  

become a day to remember the service and  

sacrifice of those who have died since World War I. 
 

The red poppy has been a symbol of remembrance and hope since World War I. In the barren, 
muddy battlefields of Western Europe, the bright red flowers grew in their thousands. The sight 

of the resilient poppies inspired Canadian doctor Lieutenant Colonel 
John McCrae to write the poem “In Flanders Fields”, which gave its 

name to the now iconic Flanders Poppy. 

That poem, in turn, inspired American professor Moina Michael to 
wear a red poppy and raise money for veterans. The practice soon 

spread in allied countries, including Britain, France, Canada and 

 Australia and remains today. Rosemary is also a symbol of 

remembrance and has particular significance for Australians as it 

grows wild on the Gallipoli Peninsula. 

 
 

 The shared vision of Kerang Technical High School 
is to provide our students with a quality education for 
the future in an inclusive and supportive environment.  
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Last Thursday, 2nd November,  the Year 10 Health class 

coordinated a HPE/Wellbeing Day for our student  

cohort. Students planned the whole day themselves,  

developing interactive activities during homegroup and 

lunchtime. Students came in casual dress, enjoyed a free 

BBQ and participated in chalk drawing, AFL skills, 

outdoor games, jenga, connect 4, handball, pickle ball 

and a bike ride around the levee to name a few. 

We were grateful to have the support of our local  

community members and organisations attend 

including Gannawarra Shire Mayor Charlie Gillingham,  

Councillor Travis Collier and Northern District  

Community Health Youth Health Promotion workers 

Matt and Molly. We hope you had a wonderful day. 

Thanks also to our staff and Year 12 students Rylan and 
Montana for dropping in and assisting. Finally, a huge 

congratulations to the Yr 10 Health students for their 

fabulous organisation.  
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What 
is 

TECH ABUSE? Technology  
facilitated abuse is a form of controlling behaviour 
that involves the use of technology as a means to  
coerce, stalk or harass another person.  
TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS 
by getting to know the signs of relationship red flags.  
It can also be hard to notice when it first begins,  
especially when it’s explained away as caring about 
you. 
WHAT DOES TECH ABUSE LOOK LIKE? It can  
     include: 
• Sending abusive or threatening messages. 
• Persistently calling you, even if you’ve made it 

clear you won’t or can’t answer their calls.   
• Tracking your location 
• Hiding cameras to watch you 
• Gaining access to your online accounts (email, 

social media, bank accounts—to monitor you, 
 impersonate you or lock you out). 
• Sharing or threatening to share  
WHAT ARE EARLY RED FLAGS?  
 It may look like: 
• Insisting on access to your devices and accounts 

(extra red flags when you don’t have access to theirs)  
• Getting angry or citing irrationally when you don’t response to calls or messages  
 immediately 
• Wanting to track your location 
• Pushing you to take intimate images when you don’t want to, or sharing intimate  
 images without your consent. 
• The early red flags ca be combined with love bombing, gas lighting, isolating you 

from your family, or other manipulative behaviour. To make you question your  
• instincts and reactions.  

Cheers Meg 
 
WHERE TO GET HELP:  
 



 

 

This year a couple of changes have been made to the operation of the Canteen. 

To assist with service at the canteen students from Year 11 and Year 12 up until Term 4 
were helping at Recess and Lunchtime, this worked well.  (All students were reminded of 
their day/time duties via Xuno and there was an enlarged copy of the Yellow and Blue 
Week timetable roster on the Year 12 Common Room noticeboard for their perusal.)  
Due to the Year 12 winding down and study times in preparation for exams a roster will 

not be sent out but Ms Pearce will be informing set students of duty times and days. Hospitality  

students were utilised as this gave them experience in customer service and contributed to their overall 
mark.  Parents can still help when available and canteen staff would be appreciative of any time made 
for the canteen. You can register your interest by contacting the school or talking to the Canteen 

Manager Lisa Petrie. It is a great way to see how the school is running and get a “feel”  for the place 
while interacting with students and staff. Even though it is early days we have noticed a trend where 

students are purchasing large quantities of unhealthy foods.  To assist them with making healthy  

choices the school is limiting the number to two items at Recess and at Lunch.   

From Monday, 6
th
 February, the Canteen closes at  

11:00am for Recess and 1:30pm for Lunch. 
Following is a selection of 

the Daily Specials. 
Lisa will put each day’s Special 

on the board at school, and send 
out a weekly Xuno message 

to all families. Parents can also see the 
menu on the Weekly Tech Talk. 
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